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Bull Fiesta Review
Pragmatic Play are a hard-working company that provides us with new releases on a regular
basis. We’re happy 5 to go through all of them, so we’re happy to go through Bull Fiesta as well.
It’s a classic slot 5 in most regards, but it has more gameplay features than you’d perhaps expect.
We’ll go through them later on, though. 5 For now, let’s start by saying that the playing field
consists of 5 reels, 3 rows and 25 paylines.
Visually, Bull 5 Fiesta is incredibly colorful, with lush colors and a great atmosphere that you can
easily sink into. It’s so easy 5 on the eyes that we fell in love with the graphics as soon as we saw
them. Pragmatic Play just 5 know how to design these great-looking slots and we’re happy to
applaud their efforts here!
The mathematical mode has a medium 5 volatility level, with a good 2,500x jackpot that you can
win in the Money Respin feature. The betting range caters 5 to everyone, too. While the min bet
will have you play for just £0.25 per spin, high rollers can stake 5 up to £250 on any spin (though
this might differ across online casinos). The theoretical RTP of Bull Fiesta is 5 then bang on
average, clocking in at 96%.
Bull Fiesta Slot – Reels Screen
Bull Fiesta Slot Features
There are 8 pay symbols 5 in Bull Fiesta, 4 low pays and 4 high pays. For low pays, there are
colorful card ranks, which go 5 from Jacks to Aces. All card ranks pay the same, up to 2x your bet
for a winning combination. The 5 high pays are then more thematic, showing pinatas and three
charismatic characters. Toreadors pay the most, as a five-of-a-kind combination 5 of them is worth
20x your stake.
In terms of special symbols, there are Bull Wilds, Guitar Scatters, and Flower Money 5 Symbols.
While the latter are there to trigger the bonus feature, Bull Wilds can substitute for other symbols
and help 5 you create winning combos. They are also worth the same as toreadors and pay 20x
your bet for 5 symbols 5 in a winning combination.
If you get 3 Guitar Scatters on the reels, you’ll trigger the Free Spins feature with 5 5 free spins.
That’s not a lot, but you can get 3 extra free spins by finding 3 additional Guitar Scatters 5 on the
reels. The main kicker, though, is that the middle three reels spin together during free spins,
showing giant 5 3x3 symbols!
Flower Money symbols are present on all reels and they can carry either a money value or a
jackpot 5 value (Mini or Major). If you land 6 or more Flower Money symbols, you’ll activate the
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Money Respin feature. This 5 is basically a Hold and Win feature by another name, which means
that all Flower Money symbols get locked for 5 a total of 3 respins. You can also reset the tally by
finding more Flower Money symbols and it all 5 ends once you either run out of respins or fill the
entire board with Flower Money symbols. Then, you’ll collect 5 all values in view, which can
include the Mini jackpot (worth 30x your bet) and the Major jackpot (worth 100x 5 your bet). If you
fill the board entirely, you’ll also win the Mega jackpot (worth 1,000x your bet).
Bull Fiesta Slot 5 – Money Respin Feature
Review Summary
Although Bull Fiesta doesn’t bring anything new to the table, its colorful graphics and two major 5
features combine to create a great experience overall. There are simply no minuses in the
package, so we can give 5 Bull Fiesta a general recommendation. If you’re into Spanish-themed
slots, pay Bull Fiesta a visit as soon as possible!  
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